
Sponsors 
Join us as the Engineering Mechanics Institute and Geo-Institute of ASCE partner for the first 

time! EMI’s 2019 Annual Conference will include participation from G-I’s numerical modeling 

community. You are invited to sponsor this conference, which will be held on the campus of the 

California Institute of Technology. It is co-organized by Caltech, The Engineering Mechanics 

Institute and Geotechnical Institute (EMI-GEO) of the American Society of Civil Engineers.  

Sponsorship Levels 

Gold- $5,000 

Welcome Reception - This reception provides a casual setting for attendees to reconnect with 

old colleagues, network, and meet new friends. 

Lunch Sponsor - This sponsorship allows your company to gain exposure to the entire group of 

conference attendees at lunch. An ideal sponsorship for an exhibiting company. (2 available) 

Silver - $2,500 

Opening Plenary Session - Gain recognition for your company among the leaders in civil 

engineering at the Opening Plenary Session, the official kickoff of the EMI-GEO Conference.   

Conference Bag - Place your branded logo in the hands of all the conference participants by 

sponsoring the conference tote bag. Conference tote bags will be stuffed with your marketing 

materials as well as materials from other prominent conference sponsors. This is always 

conference attendees’ favorite souvenir.  

Networking Break / Coffee Breaks - Beverage breaks offer attendees a chance to get something 

to drink and network with sponsors and colleagues between sessions. You will receive signage at 

the break station along with company literature distribution on or near the coffee display. (4 

available)   

Conference Lanyard - Lanyards are the must-have accessory at the conference. Lanyards offer a 

way to display your logo while holding attendees’ badges, business cards, etc., throughout the 

EMI-GEO Conference. 

Bronze - $1,500 

General Conference Sponsor - Show your support for civil engineering by becoming a financial 

sponsor of EMI-GEO 2019 Conference.  

To find out more about sponsorship and exhibitor opportunities, please contact Drew 

Caracciolo at 703-295-6087 or Trevor Williams at 703-295-6349. 
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